CASE STUDY

OPTIMIZE ADJUDICATION
WITH iMEDNET

In today’s rapidly evolving clinical research
industry, sponsors and CROs must juggle a
variety of competing pressures and demands.
The Clinical Events Committee (CEC)
adjudication process is a critical component,
and increasing regulatory pressure for
independent adjudication, coupled with
greater complexity in study designs and varied
endpoints, makes managing the process
challenging. iMednet Adjudication can help.
Streamline adjudication processes with
iMednet

Enhance visibility
and streamline
adjudication with
iMednet

• Quickly access accurate
and real-time information
• Automatically notify key
stakeholders of events
requiring review
• Easily discern open versus
completed events
• Quickly review metrics by
study, site and event
• Push inquiries for more
information to sites in
real-time
• Simplify parallel
adjudication processes

Adjudication processes can be complex and
lack visibility, particularly when managed
with disparate systems or on paper. iMednet
Adjudication is different. As a seamless
component of a comprehensive platform,
the module provides complete visibility
and is highly flexible, enabling you to adapt
any adjudication workflow. The CEC can
easily access and record critical safety data,
while managing the process online with a
quick glance reporting tool and dashboards
that allow complete visibility to individual
adverse events (AEs), adjudication results,
and summary metrics. With iMednet, your
adjudication manager can easily see AEs still
requiring adjudication along with those that
are complete.

Improve Efficiency and Maximize Safety
with Real-Time Adjudication
With new and varying sources of data,
multiple sites and increasingly complex study
protocols, enabling the CEC to adjudicate
events in real-time can optimize the study
progress. With iMednet’s comprehensive
eClinical platform, the adjudication committee
has complete, real-time data at their fingertips.
The committee has immediate visibility to
events of interest, and in real-time, they can
quickly and easily push requests to sites
for additional information. And other key
stakeholders, like the executive committee
or data safety monitoring board, have the
information they need to effectively execute
their responsibilities and run the trial
effectively.
Remove Bias with Parallel Adjudication and
Visibility
In an effort to remove bias from the
adjudication process, more and more clinical
studies rely on a parallel adjudication
workflow. iMednet Adjudication enables
teams to effectively and efficiently conduct
parallel adjudication. The module supports the
assignment of events, while also automatically
notifying the CEC chairperson when a tiebreaking review is needed. Each committee
member has access to the adjudication
dashboard that provides complete event
visibility, while management has access to
a more comprehensive dashboard to track
overall process.

“The increasing regulatory pressure for independent adjudication, coupled
with greater complexity in study designs and varied endpoints, makes
managing the adjudication process challenging. iMednet Adjudication fits
every type of our required event adjudications, helping us streamline the
process in studies requiring adjudication, while also providing broad visibility.”
-Alexandra Popma, COO, Baim Institute for Clinical Research
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Why iMednet?
iMednet is a comprehensive, cloud-based, clinical data management system, centered around a
robust EDC and built from the ground up with key native modules. Designed to also allow easy
integrations, the platform enables research teams to meet the rapidly evolving requirements of
clinical research, while supporting a wide range of study types and designs. iMednet is highly
flexible and intuitive, enabling users to get studies up and running quickly, while ensuring easy
onboarding of the entire research team and clinical trials sites.

Interested in learning more about iMednet Adjudication and its
comprehensive eClinical platform? Contact us online or email
hello@mednetsolutions.com.

About Mednet
Mednet is a healthcare technology company specializing in eClinical solutions designed for the global life sciences community.
Mednet’s comprehensive eClinical platform improves the efficiency of clinical studies of all types and sizes. Beyond electronic data
capture (EDC), Mednet’s solution set provides the tools required to build and manage all types of clinical research, while enabling
organizations to adapt to evolving demands and requirements. Pharmaceutical, medical device, biotechnology and Contract Research
Organizations (CROs) around the world have trusted Mednet for nearly 20 years to deliver the technology innovation, experience and
reliability they need for success. For more information, visit mednetsolutions.com.

